UNDERWRITING
CREDIT RISK
IN A RESET WORLD
Exact for Credit Risk is our fully comprehensive
credit and political risk exposure management
module that can be found within our Exact
product. Designed explicitly for credit insurers,
Exact for Credit Risk enables you to swiftly and
accurately capture and manage your entire
portfolio of credit and political risks, including
pandemic exposure.

Manage your accumulations of risk across
obligors, guarantors, parent companies, and
countries with real-time information to make
the most informed decisions. Track exposures
against changing limit amounts and control risk
against those companies that have been placed
on the watchlist to stay ahead of the curve.

Survey the geopolitical landscape and forecast future
trends with powerful insights. With the ever-growing
instability of the geopolitical environment, there’s no
doubt that with greater demands come greater risks.
Don’t be exposed - streamline your credit risk
assessment and underwriting procedures and stay
ahead of the curve.

FEATURES:
Monitor exposures against capacity at company,
subsidiary and global ultimate parent level
Set obligor limits and suspend obligors
Create and monitor obligor ‘watchlists’
Carry out quick pre-underwriting checks to
identify existing exposures against buyers
Capture endorsements and temporary credit limits
Long tail amortisation and run-off monitoring
Manage your credit and political risks by country
against your changing risk appetite thresholds
Customised dynamic dashboards monitoring
exposures across companies, countries, and
industries
Receive real-time notifications of changes to Dun
& Bradstreet data, credit limits or buyer limits
Available as part of Exact’s enterprise-wide
exposure management system, enabling the
management of accumulations of risk across all
lines of insurance and reinsurance business

BENEFITS:
Proactively and confidently manage credit
and political risks across your entire business
on a single platform
Stay ahead of your competition with
cutting-edge risk analytics, credit scoring
and aggregate limit control at the point of
decision making
Manage accumulations against individual
companies, global groups of companies,
industries, and countries
Capture endorsements and temporary
credit limits, and the monitoring of long-tail
amortisation and runoff
Access up-to-date company information,
including credit ratings and parent company
structure through connections to data
suppliers such as Dun & Bradstreet within
AdvantageGo’s Microservices ecosystem
Use personalised risk dashboards and
flexible ad-hoc reporting to communicate
accumulation information across the
business
Report on your accumulation of risk by perils
such as confiscation, expropriation and other
political risk perils
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